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Abstract: Business success is the result of the business strategy defined by the company. Implementation of the strategy is a key lever for sustainable development and survival of the company. Quality
strategic management is the difference between companies that have success and those in which this
success is missing. This paper views the strategy as a comprehensive view of the enterprise, then deals
with the strategic management of the company as well as the interaction with the environment and
analyzes the strategic management as a consistent behavior of companies and all this in the light of
strategic management as a way of shaping the future of the company. For strategic management as a
consistent behavior we give the example of Wheel-Hunger’s model of strategic management.
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1.

STRATEGY AS A COMPREHENSIVE VIEW OF THE COMPANY

In the long run survive only companies that meet the following requirements: - they
have forms of action best adapted to the pressures and demands of varying environment;
- those whose behavior is congruent with market expectations; - those that are sufficiently
innovative and flexible; - those that have excellent quality network and are connected with
strategic partners; -have a dynamic capacity and resource accumulation that provides an
advantage over the competition and other participants in the creation of economic value.
Commercial success is the result of superior strategy that the company follows. Implementation of the strategy is a key lever for sustainable development and survival of the
company.
Quality strategic management makes the difference between the successful and unsuccessful, efficient and inefficient, prosperous and non-prosperous economic entities. A qual-
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ity strategy is the guarantor of a better position in the relentless market selection, as well
as the stock to survive the grueling competition of enterprises, strategic alliances, business
models and whole industries. Furthermore, the quality of strategic management means not
accepting the inherent mediocrity and is an instrument of hope that the fate of the organizational units can be monitored.
The beginning of studying strategy is tied to Sun Tzu’s book ‘Art of War‘ book written
back in the fifth century BC. Originally, strategy is a military concept which is evident from
its etymology: it is a compound formed from the ancient Greek concepts stratos (army) and
agein (lead). Originally, the literal meaning of the term strategy is commanding the army
and has long been used in the military terminology. It should be noted that Sun Tzu in his
book says that “it is not the culmination of skills to record one hundred victories from a
hundred battles. The highlight of skill is to win over the enemy without fighting. “

2.	STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT AS INTERACTION WITH THE
ENVIRONMENT
As a term, strategic management is a trans-narative and these are concepts that are
present in various segments of human activity. Their perception cannot be unambiguously
determined. The definition of strategic management differs from discipline to discipline, it
depends on the areas in which it is used (industry, health, education, culture) so that it is not
possible indiscriminately and automatically translate its meaning from one area to another.
Strategic management is widespread and virtually unavoidable. The meaning and content
of the strategy does not match in every single situation, but depends on the time, space and
the area in which it is applied.
In an attempt to further define strategic management, we can say that it is the determination of the basic long-term intentions and objectives of the company, and further it is
the adoption of the direction of action and the allocation of resources necessary to achieve
these objectives. In short, we could say that strategic management, in the broadest sense,
represents the means by which individuals and organizations achieve their goals.
A strategy is actually a form of objectives, purpose and intention, major policies and
plans to achieve those goals. They must be set in such a way that they determine the following: what is the activity of the company, what kind of company is or what kind of company
it should be. Strategy is a rule for decision making related to the harmonization of the company with the environment.
From strategic management we expect to provide answers to three related questions:
- who will be our target customers; - which products and services we should offer; - how
should those products and services be offered to target customers in an efficient and innovative way.
We can say that strategy is a force that provides interaction of businesses with the environment and increases the chances of survival of the company in the long term. Strategy can
be seen as a quest for success, or finding ways for the company to survive in the long term,
depending on the degree of competitiveness.
Quality and successful entrepreneurial activity detects and implements opportunities
that others either did not notice or did not use. A strategy that does not anticipate changes
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in the environment, whether in terms of technological or market developments and changes
in the industrial structure, is destined to fail.

3.

STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT AS A CONSISTENT BEHAVIOR

Strategic management is divided into several schools of approach to management. Prescriptive approach to strategic management exposes the ways how the strategy needs to be
developed, while the descriptive approach focuses on how the strategy should be implemented in practice. These two schools differ in their approach as to whether the strategy
is developed through an analytical process that sets all the opportunities and threats, or
perceived as a strategy that defines the guiding principles that should be applied.
Therefore, we can rightly say that managers are strategists since the strategy is the result
of conscious effort, rational, thoughtful and calculated decisions on how to deal with the
basic issues of self-determination, competitiveness and long-term survival of the company.
Strategic management is said to be a set of sequential analysis and decisions that enhance the likelihood that the company will choose and implement a quality strategy.
In fact, the strategy is a unifying framework that provides coherence and direction to
actions of companies in order for them to achieve and maintain competitive advantage. The
strategy includes: main objectives, plans, policies, programs and activities, the allocation of
key resources and behavioral patterns of enterprises in their interaction with their environment.
Strategic management is the management of resources of the organization to achieve
the set goals. Strategic management involves setting goals, competitive environment analysis, internal analysis of the economic entity, the evaluation of available strategies and ensuring of implementation across the organization. In short, the strategic management should
identify ways for the organization to survive and achieve success in the competition, and it
should perform that task through the identification of opportunities and threats it faces, no
matter whether they come from within the organization or from the environment.
Given that a company is at the same time both the economic and social entity, we can
say that strategic management consists of the following steps: - diagnosis of the situation, setting up of guidelines for action; - coherent action. In the strategic context the conditions
surrounding the strategic actions are as follows: a) inputs - the purpose of the organization
and incentives for strategic activities; b) the strategic process as the flow of current strategic
activities; c) outputs - content of the strategy and the result of strategic activities.
For strategic management as a consistent behavior we herewith present the example of
Wheel-Hunger’s model of strategic management [5]
1. Scanning of the environment: gathering of information
• E
 xternal: opportunities and threats; a) social environment: general guidelines; b)
environment of the task: analysis of industry
• I nternal: strengths and weaknesses; a) structure - a hierarchical chain; b) culture:
beliefs, expectations, values; c) Assets: skills, knowledge, competencies
2. Design of strategy: developing long-term plans
• Mission: the reason of existence
• Objectives: what results should be achieved and when
• Strategy: a plan to achieve the mission and goals
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• Policies: broad guidelines for decision making
3. Implementation of the strategy: putting strategy into action
• Program: activities required for the implementation of the plan
• Budget: The cost of the program
• Procedure: The steps needed to complete a task
4. Evaluation and Control: Monitoring of performance
Execution: the actual and expected results

4.

CONCLUSION

From a terminological point of view, strategic management is a trans-narative and
those are concepts that are present in various segments of human activity. Their definition
cannot be unambiguously determined so the definition of strategic management varies from
discipline to discipline, depending on the area in which it is used (industry, health, education, culture). For this reason it is not possible indiscriminately and automatically translate
its meaning from one area to another. Strategic management is widespread and virtually
unavoidable. Meaning, content and implementation of the strategy does not match in every
case and it depends on the time, space and the area in which it is applied.
In order to more closely define strategic management, we can say that it is the determination of the basic long-term goals and objectives of the company. Furthermore, strategic
management involves adopting direction of action and the allocation of resources necessary
to achieve these objectives. As a general definition, we can say that strategic management
in the broadest sense represents the means by which individuals and organizations achieve
their goals.
Given that the company is at the same time both an economic and social entity, for
strategic management we can say that it consists of several steps that include a diagnosis of
the situation, setting up of guidelines of action, and in the end there must follow a coherent
campaign.
From strategic point of view, the segments that influence strategic management and the
strategic actions include the inputs which means the purpose of the organization and incentives for strategic activities, followed by a strategic process as the current flow of strategic
activities, and as a result we get outputs as the results of the strategic activities.
Quality and successful entrepreneurial activity detects and implements opportunities
that others either did not notice or did not use. We can say that the success will be achieved
only by the strategy that anticipates changes in the environment, whether it be technological
development, market development or changes in the industrial structure.
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